
TPMS Sensor Installation Instructions

Important Note: Before installing the sensor, please read these instructions carefully and follow, proper
installation/usage guidelines.

Warning
TPMS Installation is for Professionals Only. Read and follow all instructions and warnings before installing.
Improper installation may result in failure of the vehicle Tire Pressure Monitoring System sensor to operate as
designed. Please refer to the Hamaton application guide or www.hamaton.com, and the information of the
reprogramming process of TPMS of OEM. Hamr assemblies are designed and manufactured to operate in Original
Equipment (OE) wheels and tires only. If Original Equipment (OE) tires and/or wheels are not used, the TPMS
System and the low tire inflation warninaton Sensor assemblies are designed as replacement or maintenance
parts for automotive and light truck vehicles that have an Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) factory
installed TPMS system. The operating temperature range is from -40℃to 85℃.

Caution
Hamaton Sensor assemblies are designed and manufactured to operate in a specific motor vehicle application.
Please refer to the Sensor application guide or www.hamaton.com .for the specific vehicle application. Improper
installation or incorrect use of sensor application may result in the failure of the proper operation of the TPMS
system. Do not install the sensor assemblies in damaged wheels. The Sensog threshold of the vehicle’s TPMS
System may not function or may function incorrectly. If Non-Original Equipment (OE) also known as “Aftermarket”
wheels and/or tires is installed, it is the responsibility of the owner to ensure that the TPMS system is working
correctly. Failure to follow the installation instructions or the use of the improper TPMS sensors may result in the
motor vehicles TPMS System failure causing property damage, personal injury or death.

Installation: The Snap-In and Clamp-In valve stems are interchangeable, however, we (Hamaton) recommend using
the same valve stem style as the OEM for safety reasons on speed rated and high pressure applications.

Clamp-in instructions
1. Before installing the sensor,make
sure the rim hole is clean and free of dirt and
debris to ensure a proper seal.
2. Remove the valve cap.
3. Install sensor to valve and tightening the sensor(5N-
m)
4. Install valve cap on sensor.

using an in-lbs torque wrench.
5. The wheel is now ready for tire mounting.

Snap-in instructions
1. Before installing the sensor,make
sure the rim hole is clean and free of dirt and
debris to ensure a proper seal.
2. Apply mounting lube to the rubber snap-invalve
stem.
3. Align the sensor assembly with the rim hole and
attach a standard valve installation tool.
4. Pull the valve stem straight into the rimhole
until the stem is properly seated.
5. The wheel is now ready for tire mounting.
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